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In 1907, Hubert Aimes wrote that the British brought 10,700 slaves into Havana during the 
first 5 months of their occupation in 1762-63.1  The figure of 10,000 slaves is still widely accepted 
and each repetition gives it greater credence and, despite Aimes's own assertion to the contrary, has 
led many authors the argue that British occupation was a turning point in the economic 
development of the island.2 However, the official correspondence from the expedition's leader, Lord
Albermarle, clearly states that one John Kennion, a slave-trader, would have the "sole licence and 
liberty to bring Negroes into the Island of Cuba during the present war". This licence allowed for 
the import of 2000 slaves.3 This begs the question: why should Lord Albermarle give a licence and 
then allow four times as many slaves to be imported illegally, particularly as his administration was 
continuing the practice of charging an import tax of 40 dollars per slave? Given this apparent 
contradiction, further investigation may prove fruitful.
Aimes's figure of 10,700 was first challenged by Hugh Thomas in 1971. He checked 
Aimes's sources in Archivo General de Indias in Seville and found that, not only was the citation 
wrong, but that the figure in the correctly numbered document was 1,700.4 This document written 
by López de Gamarra, the Fiscal de la Real Hacienda, dated the 21 April 1763, is still available in 
Seville and the figure is quite clearly written as 1 700.5 This would fall within the 2000 for which 
Albermarle had issued the licence. Nevertheless, Thomas writes "it would be false to suppose that 
the 1,700 'cabezas de negras bozales' here mentioned were all that the English sold, or even 
Kennion sold. No exact figure is likely to be found, though I would be surprised if it was under 
4000". He makes no justification for this statement. Manuel Moreno Fraginals takes this 4000 and 
agrees with it based on an extrapolation from the inventories of 11 ingenios in the Havana region. 
He speaks of the limitations of such a methodology, but sees no other option.6 This figure of 4000 
then became the new orthodoxy, although some authors such as Louis Prérez clung to the figure of 
10,000.7 
Starting from the taxation records, we see that when Lord Albermarle left Havana in 
December of 1762, he left an account which spoke of a 40 dollar tax on the import of slaves. This 
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had "lately amounted to" 92,176 reales. A further amount of 79,143 reales was raised by fines on 
those slaves who had been imported without paying the duty. This was also levied at 40 dollars a 
head.8 This gives a total of 171,310 reales. At 8 reales to the dollar (pieces of eight) this indicates 
that taxes had been paid on 535 slaves up to that point. The regulations for the opening of the port 
of Havana had only been published the previous day, while William Michie had only just been 
appointed collector of taxes, so it is easy to see that tax collection before that point may have been 
haphazard. Also, given that the fine for not declaring a slave was the same as the import duty, there 
was not much incentive to comply with the law. Nevertheless, this figure is of a completely 
different order of magnitude to the 10,000 of Hubert Aimes or the later figure of 4000.9
Research into the data sources has advanced considerably since Moreno Fraginals wrote in 
1978 and we now have access to the on-line "Voyages" Transatlantic Slave Trade Database.10 This 
gives details of the following slave ship arrivals in Havana for 1762, The Africa, 521 slaves, The 
Elizabeth, 185 slaves and the Nancy, 423 slaves, making 1129 in total for these three voyages. In 
1763, up to the time of British departure at the beginning 
of July, the Voyages Database records the documented 
arrival of the Experiment carried 263 slaves, the Blundell 
carried 287, an additional 550. This gives us a total of 
1679 slaves disembarked from documented ships.
As well as the totals from documented individual 
voyages, the "Voyages" database also makes estimates that
adjust upwards the number of slaves imported each year, 
from those numbers found in the Voyages Database. The 
website states: "Whereas the Voyages Database contains a
large sample of data on the slave trade as documented in 
surviving historical records, the estimates data use 
algorithms based on data in the main database and on 
patterns of the slave trade over time to fill in gaps in the 
historical record and construct an estimate of the total 
slave trade".11 
 There is documentary evidence for the arrival of a 
further 5 ships in 1763, following the departure of the 
British, The Indian Queen, the Tryall, the Ranger, the 
Polly and the Bella, brought anther 1605,  making a total 
of 2155 for that year for documented voyages. The 
estimate provided by the Transatlantic Slave Trade 
Database for total imports to Cuba for 1763 is 2342 
compared to 2155 for the documented arrivals (see Table 
1). It is therefore reasonable to adjust the figure of 550 
documented before the British departure by a similar proportion, giving us 598 as  an estimate of 
the number of arrivals for the part of 1763 preceding the British departure.12 Add this to the 1289 
estimated for 1762 and we arrive at a total figure for estimates arrivals from Africa during the 
British Occupation of 1887.13 
In addition to the slaves who arrived on transatlantic ships, Lord Albermarle's "Book of 
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Table 1: Estimated total slave imports
to Cuba 
Warrents" indicates that he purchased 97 slaves in Martinique and 273 in Antigua.14 When he 
transferred command to his brother William Keppel he wrote that the "Negroes bought for the 
Crown at Antigua ... be sent to some of the British Colonies to be disposed of, as it would be a 
hardship to sell them to the Spaniards contrary to their own inclinations. The French slaves bought 
at Martinica may be disposed of here to the best advantage".15  There is no surviving record of the 
death rate of the slaves, which must have been as high as that of the British soldiers and seamen, 
therefore the surviving slaves from the 97 from Martinique would push the total up a little.
Enrique López Mesa has trawled through
the National Archive in Habana Cuba and 
found evidence of John Kennion selling 2,203 
slaves (see Table 2). He has also found 
evidence that that the Jesuits bought 312 slaves 
from the English, a number that, his 
documentary evidence is quite clear on this 
point, included some or most of the survivors of
the 273 slaves from Antigua and the 97 from 
Martinique.16 He concludes that William Keppel
sold the Antiguan slaves in Havana rather than 
in a British colony as he was instructed.17 
Whether he ignored his brother's written 
instruction or received new orders which have 
been lost we cannot tell on the basis of current 
evidence. It may even have been that the two 
brothers were acting together to deceive others; 
the idea that milord Albermarle would care for 
the "inclinations" of slaves is unlikely. 
Albermarle was certainly under pressure 
to minimise the number of slaves imported into 
Cuba, as the then powerful West Indian Lobby 
were keen that the potential competition from 
Cuba should not affect the profits they were 
making from the British sugar islands in the 
Caribbean. Indeed, he gives the reason for 
restricting the imports to 2000 as: "it might 
become hurtful and prejudicial to His Majesty's
other Sugar Colonies not to confine in the 
strictest manner the number of Negroes to be 
admitted into this island".18 
It is reasonable to assume that, if the 
surviving slaves were sold in Havana, then 
William Keppel would have sold them through 
John Kennion. If we add these 312 slaves 
bought by the Jesuits to the 1887 deduced above from the Voyages database, we reach a figure of 
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introducción de esclavos en La Habana durante 
la ocupación británica (1762-1763)" 
2199, almost the same figure as Enrique Lopez finds from his investigations in the Havana Archivo 
Nacional. 
There is another document in the Havana National Archive, dated 18th November 1763, 
written by the Conde de Ricla, the incoming Captain General after Havana was restored to the 
Spanish Crown, which speaks of 2727 slaves imported under British occupation.19 He describes 
their origins as being in three groups, the major portion being imported by Kennion, some being 
purchased from Spaniards who had previously purchased them from Kennion and very few 
purchased from other English individuals. The purpose of this document is to record numbers of 
slaves that had been brought from the English and who were subsequently registered with the 
authorities upon the restoration of Spanish rule. Enrique Lopez Mesa speculates that a number of 
these may have been contraband bought after the previous amnesty in 1761 but before the British 
invasion and whose owners took advantage of this new indulto and the inevitable confusion arising 
from the change of sovereignty to legalize illegally held contraband slaves. This could account for 
the figure here being 500 more than the number he found elsewhere in the Havana Archives (see
Table 2).20
In passing, it is worth noting that Daniel Walker 
claims that the slaves from Martinique and Antigua 
mentioned above were distributed amongst the 
British officers as spoils of war.21 His reference for 
this is "The Diary of Major Joseph Gorman". 
However, there is no reference to slaves as spoils of
war in this document and Major Gorman left 
Havana in October 1762, two months before Lord 
Albermarle issued the orders above. Why Daniel 
Walker made this claim remains a mystery. Most of 
Walker's article refers to the black troops and slaves
brought from Jamaica and St Kitts. These do not 
concern this enquiry as they were either free or 
borrowed / rented from their owners and those who 
survived returned with the departing troops.22 The 
British were obliged to pay an indemnity for those 
borrowed slaves who died in their service.
If we are considering the overall effect of the British occupation, it may be useful to look at 
the total figures for slave importations to Cuba for the years after the British Occupation. The level 
of slave imports started during the British occupation continued for the remainder of  1763 and, if 
anything, increased during 1764, before returning to its previously low level. Table 1 shows 2,888 
for 1764 and Table 3, drawn from the "Voyages" database, gives a total of 2686 for documented 
voyages in that year. There is only one documented arrival in 1765, the Sam with 250, while Table 1
gives an estimate of 346.
In the immediate aftermath of the British occupation Ricla purchased slaves to work on 
rebuilding of the fortifications damaged by during the siege. The literature gives a figure of  
approximately 4400.23 However, statistics gathered by Evelyn Jennings from the Archivo General 
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Table 3: Slave ships arriving in 1764
de Indias indicate that the highest 
number employed by the state was 
1,967 in 1764 and that they started to
sell slaves to raise money in 1765, 
with approximately 1400 employed 
in that year, reducing to 319 by 1772 
(see Table 4).24 The overwhelming 
majority of these slaves were said to 
have come directly from Africa. 
There is a document in the 
Archivo General de Indias which 
gives a résumé of purchases and 
sales by the Spanish State over this 
period as part of the general costs of 
repairing the damage to the fortifications caused by the British siege between July 1763 and 
December 1772.25 This confirms Jennings figures of 4198 purchased by the state in 1763-5 and 
indicates that none were bought thereafter. This document also states that, between July1763 and 
December 1772, 3,123, 647 reales (390,456 pesos) were recuperated by selling slaves and that only 
423 state owned slaves remained in 1773 with a total value of  1,015,200 reales (126900 pesos) 
representing 300 pesos each. This document also speaks of the difference between the value of the 
slaves still in state possession in 1772 and the money spent purchasing the 4198. This is explained 
as being caused by the number that died and deserted - 99,432 pesos. The state was buying slaves at
150 pesos and valuing them in the inventory at 300, while the price paid by the public oscillated 
between 200 and 250. A rough calculation can be done with these figures. If 423 remained from 
4198, that means that 3775 need to be accounted for. The  390,456 pesos raised by selling slaves 
would represent 1735 if an average price of 225 is assumed. This would lead us to assume that 2040
slaves had died or deserted during these 9 years of wall rebuilding.
The Voyages database states that 4247 slaves 
arrived on documented ships, a figure close 
enough to the 4198 to substantiate it.
These figures only concern themselves with the 
legal trade, the contraband trade would have gone 
on throughout this period, but the purpose of this 
exercise was to estimate the number of slaves 
imported both directly by the British and 
subsequently as a result of the decisions taken by 
the Spanish authorities in reaction to that British 
occupation.
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Table 5: Documented voyages
I would therefore like to propose the following estimates:
Slaves imported directly during the British occupation: 2200
Slaves imported by the Spanish authorities for fortification work: 4200
of which the around 1750 were subsequently sold to private owners
It has not been my intention, nor is it my field of expertise, to interpret the significance of 
these figures, but given the existence of the Voyages database, it would seem useful to compare its 
statistics with the primary sources in order to provide some, hopefully, more accurate data for the 
historical debate to base itself upon. I would argue that for too long historians have uncritically 
repeated the guesses and hunches of their predecessors without checking either their maths or their 
primary sources. Thus, in 1907, when Hubert Aimes appears to have copied the figure 1,700 as 
10,700, he started a trend that lasted over a century.
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